organi zation of the vertebrate retinal ganglion cell has been the subject of numerous studies. However, the cellular mechanism underlying the receptive field has been explored relatively rarely. One exception can be found in a recent study of the mudpuppy retina where responses were recorded from various retinal neurons (17) and it was shown that the polarization of a bipolar cell by a central spot could be antagonized by an annular illumination.
The receptive field in the fish can be as large as 5 mm in diameter (3) and this clearly implies that the signal produced at the periphery of such a field must travel laterally at least 2 mm to reach the receptive-field center. The morphology of the vertebrate retina suggests two possible neuronal structures which could account for the lateral transmission of the signal in a receptive field; one is the row of horizontal cells and the other the amacrine cells. Naka and Rushton (13) have shown in the tenth that the row of horizontal cells behaves as if it were a laminar conductive medium bounded by two parallel membranes and they have referred to this structure as the S space. Any potential change arising within the S space propagates passively according to a given space constant. It is significant that in a recent paper Kaneko (6) could demonstrate in the dogfish electrical coupling among neighboring horizontal cells.
In a previous paper (12) we analyzed the receptive field of a channel catfish ganglion cell (referred to here as type B) which responded to a spot of light with an "onoff" discharge and to an annulus with a Received for publication January 29, 1971. sustained discharge. For receptive-field studies, the channel catfish retina has two distinct advantages; first, the responses do not appear to be color coded, making analysis simple; and second, the ganglion cell gives rise to two distinct discharge patterns closely associated with two different stimulus patterns, namely, a spot and an annulus. In the same paper it was shown that the channel catfish receptive field involved at least two lateral transmission systems: one located at a distal level of the retina and the other at a more proximal level. The distal transmission system possessed distinctive spatial properties suggesting that it relied on the S space for its function.
In this paper we will first present the results o'f a further study of the catfish receptive field which will lead to a conclusion that there are two types of receptive fields in the retina (types A and B receptive fields) which are complementary in field organization. Our failure to mention the type A receptive field in the previous paper must be attributed to the fact that the type B field can be found more often during the course of an experiment.
In the second part of this paper we describe the results of a series of experiments in which the ganglion cell discharge was artificially induced by polarizing a horizontal cell. It will be shown that the distal transmission system proposed in the previous paper (12) is indeed formed by the rows of horizontal cells and, moreover, that the results of current injection experiments support our earlier suggestion that the row of horizontal cells form a continuous medium referred to as S space (13).
The eye-cup preparation of the channel catfish (Ictnlurus punctatus) retina was prepared in the manner described in previous papers (10, 12) . The optical stimulus sytem and experimental procedure employed were also the same. A general diagram of the electrode arrangement and electrical-circuit is shown in Fig. 1 . The S potentials were recorded by one or two glass -pipettes filled with 1-2 M potassium citrate. The resistance of the electrodes ranged from 100 to 300 megohms.
A horizontal cell was polarized by passing a current through an intracellular recording electrode. The magnitude of the current passed was monitored -at two points in the circuit; one bv means of a nanoammeter connected between the voltage source a X-kmegohm series resistor, and other by measuring the voltage drop across a 1 -kilohm resistor placed between the Lpreparation and ground. A* Keithley 150B microvolt-ammeter was used for the former measurement and a Tektronix 3A9 amplifier employed for the latter role. The two measurements agreed to within 207& of their magnitude. Spike discharge was recorded by means of a Iow-resistance tungsten microelectrode and amplified by a Bioelectric NFI amplifier. In some cases the tip of the polarizing electrode was located by injecting a Procion dye, type M4RN. The glass pipette was filled with the dye by a method suggested by D.W. Arnett FIG. 1. A schematic diagram of experimental arrangements. One or two glass pipettes were inserted into horizontal cells and the responses rvcrc recorded through two BAK amplifiers, A, and A,. Spike potentials were picked up by low-resistance tungsten electrodes and were amplified by a Bioelcctric amplifier, A,. The S space was polarized by injecting a current through the glass pipettes. The magnitude and waveform of the current were monitored at two points; one close to the voltage Source, and the other across a I-kilohm mk%\Ql pixa bss?een tk Jpp-sl<\Qn and, ground. and its resistance was about 300-500 megohms. After injection the tissue was prepared according to the procedure described by Kaneko (5).
Photic stimulation was delivered to the retina by a two-channel optical system which has already been described (12). The standard stimuli consisted of an annulus of inner and outer diameter, 0.65 mm and 5.0 mm, and a spot of light 0.45 mm in diameter. The outer diameter of the annular stimulus covered roughly twothirds of the entire retinal surface, Two 4 log density neutral wedges (Kodak, M-type carbon) independently controlled the intensity of the light beams and a third wedge placed in a common pathway controlled overall intensity. Roth beams were monochromatic light of wavelength 525 nm.
The horizontal cell responses and spike discharge from ganglion cells were stored on analogue magnetic tape in addition to such experimental parameters as current fiow and wedge positions. Later, these data were transfered to the disc memory of an IBM 360/44 computer through a IO-channel A/D converter and the results were analyzed by algorithms running under a data-processing system deveE oped by Lockemann and Knutsen (8) . Two computing programs were used to display results described in this paper; I) a unidimensional poststimulus time (PST) histogram of spike discharges, and 2) a multidimensional version of the same statistical procedure. The unidimensional PST histogram was obtained by repeating the same stimulus from 5 to 10 times to accumulate enough spike discharges to average out any deviations that might occur from run to run. When gathering unidimensional data a similar averaging procedure was also applied to SIOW potentials (or current magnitudes).
To obtain a multidimensional PST histogram a fixed number of stimulus conditions were selected and repeated in sequence from 4 to 10 times. These data were then displayed in a twodimensional plane. In multidimensional PST histograms the averaging procedure was applied only to the spike discharge. The slow potential data presented were obtained from a singlestimulus sequence. Two multidimensional PST histograms (one for spike discharge and the other for slow potential. data) could be displayed simultaneously. The rise and decay times of the injected current were modified by a C-R circuit to approximately match the S potential obtained by photic stimulation.
by two stimulus patterns; one, a spot of light placed at the center of the receptive field, and the other, an annulus placed concentrically with the spot of light. In the catfish retina these two types of photic stimuli evoke two discharge patterns; the transient discharge and the sustained discharge.
As will be shown later, these two discharge patterns are observed to be closely associated with the two stimulus patterns described above and they result from the activation of two mechanisms underlying the catfish receptive field, namely the "local" and the "integrating" mechanisms. could usually be seen for from 0.1 to 0.5 and 10). It was also observed that the set after the end of the sustained discharge, irrespective of whether it was either inspontaneous discharge tended to be induced by photic stimulation or by the hibited during stimulation by a flash, which polarization of a horizontal cell (see Figs. 9 itself gave rise to a transient discharge.
In the earlier analysis of the type B field, constant intensity fell during the annulus illumination, the intensity of which was increased over 4 log units. This figure shows that as the intensitv of the annulus was increased the sustained discharge induced by a spot diminished, eventually being inhibited entirely and replaced by an on-off response. It should be mentioned that (12), which showed Ehat an annulus of light delivered during a spot illumination fails to evoke a sustained discharge in a type B field; i.e., a spot of light inhibits the sustained discharge produced by an annulus. A similar observation could be made was delivered dl even mng when a spot of light the an nular i llumination and Fig. 3 sho& an example of such an experiment in a type B field. In this record the intensity of the spot (inhibiting), which fell during the period of the annular stimulus, was increased over a range of 4 log units, while the intensity of annulus (inhibited), which gave rise to a sustained discharge, was held constant. It can be seen c that the sustained discharge was completely inhibited during the period of the spot provided that its illumination was sufficiently intense. Thus the one common feature of the interaction, which occurs in both type A and type B fields, irrespective of the timing of two stimuli, is the inhibitory effect that the transient discharge always exerts on the sustained discharge.
It was shown previously that, in the type I3 field, a spot of light gives rise to a transient discharge even when the spot of light is placed at some distance away from the center of the receptive field and moreover, that a spot of light falling on the offcenter region is also effective in inhibiting the sustained discharge evoked by an annulus (Fig. 8 of ref 12) . Similarly, in a type A field a spot of light was found to give rise to a sustained discharge even when it was placed at some distance away from the center of the field. However, it can easily be seen from the description given so far that if the decentered spot were to be enlarged to encircle the receptive field, leaving the center still unilluminated, the resulting discharge should be of an annular type. In t%le experiments shown in Fig. 4 the interaction between two stimuli was examined;
one, a stimulus of fixed intensity in the form of a central spot in Fig. 4A and an annulus in Fig. 4B , and the other, a surround stimulus which occupied variable portions of an annulus of internal and external diameter 1.34 and 2.85 mm, respectively.
The surround started as a decentered spot which was expanded in six steps to form, at the sixth step, a complete annulus. Meanwhile the total energy falling on the surround was kept unchanged. This ensured that the change in the response pattern was due to an increase in the area occupied by the surround and was not due to an increase in the stimulus energy. The surround stimulus configuration possessed one other advantage in that all segments were at the same mean distance from the center of the field and any attenuatio,n factor for a given segment could be applied equally to all other segments.
In Fig. 4A the top trace is the response obtained when a type A field was stimulated by a spot at the center of a field, which gave rise to a sustained discharge. In all other traces in the record a segment of the surround annulus preceeded the spot and illuminated the field for a period of longer duration. The segment of an annulus first occupied an area comparable to that of the spot located at the center of the field (Fig.  4A , bottom trace). In the lowermost trace, two stimuli (the spot and the annular segment) gave rise to a sustained discharge composed of an exceptionally long ondischarge from the segment followed by the spot response. For each upward step along the ordinate, the intensity of the segment was decreased by 0.2 log units while the area occupied was increased by 0.2 log units, until at the sixth step the segment encircled the field to form an annulus. As the area of the segment increased, the sustained discharge produced by the spot became progressively less prominent until it was almost totally inhibited.
Although the results of a similar experiment in a type B field have already been published (12) they are repeated again in Fig. 4 -B to facilitate comp&ison with those obtained from a type A field experiment. As in Fig.  4R the area occupied by the surround segment was extended from a decentered spot to an annulus. Initially the segment illumination gave rise to an on-off response which transformed into a sustained dis-charge as the segment encircled the field. This can be seen from disappearance of the marked off-discharge.
In presence of the illuminated segment, the annulus gave rise to an on-off discharge which gradually transformed into a sustained discharge with an off-response. Finally, when the surround segment formed a complete annulus the offresponse disappeared.
In both types of fields, a decentered spot could give rise to a response pattern which was similar to that produced by a spot at the center of the field. However, the same number of photons, distributed in the form of an annulus spread over a larger area, changed the response pattern to that typical of an annulus and, under such conditions, could inhibit the sustained discharge in the type A field and add to the sustained discharge in the type B field.
The results described so far have clearly indicated that the channel catfish retina is equipped with two types of ganglion cells, termed type A and type B, which have complementary response patterns and field organizations.
In the earlier description of the type B field it was stated that the sustained discharge from the surround behaves as if it were generated by a signal which arises from the integration of stimulation received from a wide area of the retina (provided that the central area of the field is not illuminated).
It was also pointed out that the characteristics of the integrating mechanism are similar to those of the S space, formed by a row of horizontal cells. The transient discharge properties of the A field described in this paper also possess properties very similar to those of the sustained discharge in the B field, because it also appears to be dependent on input signals integrated over a wide area. The current injection experiment to be described in a following section will justify this assumption and identify the structure as the space formed by the horizontal cells. A spot of light, on the other hand, activates a local mechanism which responds most effectively to changes in the peak local luminance (12).
Adficial polarimtion of horizontal cell
In the channel catfish it was possible to evoke the discharge of the ganglion cell by artificially polarizing the horizontal cell (II). The possibility that the observed discharge might have been due to a direct excitation of the ganglion cell by extracelMar current flow was excluded by the following observations: 1) The magnitude of the current required to evoke a moderate discharge from a ganglion cell was less than 20 na when the current was injected 0.15-W mm away from the spike-recording site. Furthermore, current as small as 1-5 na was effective in producing the threshold response from a ganglion cell. This amount of current was comparable to that commonly used to excite a neuron intracellularly.
2) Polarization of the horizontal cell was effective in inducing the ganglion cell discharge onIy when the electrode was capable of recording a large horizontal cell response (S potential). The same current passed immediately after dislocation of the electrode from the horizontal cell was not effective.
3) As will be shown later, current injected as far as 2 mm away from the spikerecording site was still effective in producing a ganglion cell response. It is difficult to accept the premise that current injected through a glass pipette could directly stimulate a ganglion cell, particularly at such a large distance.
4) Experiments were repeatedIy performed in which a Procion dye injected immediately after evoking the ganglion cell discharge could stain a horizontal cell. Identification of the injected neuron clearly established that the stimulation was achieved through the electrode located inside a horizontal cell.
Records in Fig. 5 show the response of types A and B receptive fields to the current injected into the horizontal cells by the electrode placed at about 0.2 mm away from the center of the receptive field. In this figure, Al and A2 show results of the depolarization and hyperpolarization of the S space in a type A field, and BI and B2 were obtained by similar polarization of the S space in a type B field. In a type A field depolarization of the S space gave rise to a sustained discharge very similar to that stimulated by a spot of light (cf. Fig. 2A1 ) while hyperpolarization of the S space gave rise to off-discharges similar to those evoked similar to that produced by an annulus.
As was already discussed (1 I), this simple relation has an important bearing on the interpretation placed on our observations. It is also worth mentioning here that in the pola tion stim N channel catfish, light always hyperrizes the horizontal cells; depolarizaof the horizontal cell related to light ulus has never been observed. the possible relation between the amplitude of the artificial polarization and the magniow we turn our attention to exploring tude of the resilting response. We assume that the polarization induced in the experiments was proportional to the magnitude by an annulus. In a type B field, depolarization of the S space gave rise to a transient discharge very similar to that generated by a spot of light (cf. Fig. 2B1 ) while hyperpolarlization of the S -space gave rise -to a sustained discharge which was also similar to that produced by an annulus (cf. Fig.  2B2 ). However, a minor difference can be seen between the discharges obtained by light and by current, namely the progresGve delay of the off-discharge which occurred as the intensity of the Aash was increased (Fig. 2A2 and B 1) . No such delay of the off-response was seen in the case of the transient discharges induced by artificial polarization (Fig. 5A2 and Bl). This can be explained by the fact that the decay of the S potential became slower as the intensity of the flash was increased (cf. Fig. 5  of ref 2 ). In the case of artificial polarization no such increase in delay accompanied the increase in the magnitude of polarizing current.
of the current passed, Plots were made only for the sustained discharges because the response magnitude could not be easily defined in the case of the transient discharges. By proper scaling of the current axis,-points obtained for both depolarization and hyperpolarization were found to fall on a single curve, The scaling of the current axis was justified by the fact that the effectiveness of the injected current was dependent on the distance between the current injection site and the receptive-field center where the spike-recording electrode was located. Results from two typical experiments (one for an A field and the other for a I3 field) are shown in Fig. 6 . For small current the response curve was nearly a straight line intersecting the origin, but large curren ts became progressively less effective in evoking the spike discharge until eventually the response curve reached saturation.
At present there is no direct means to evaluate the source of this saturation of the current-induced response. It might have been due to a decrease in the horvizontal cell membrane resistance resulting from an excessive intracellular polarization; alternatively, it might have originated The relationship between the intensity of the inhibiting stimulus and the number of (sustained) spike discharge is shown in Fig.  8 . These spike discharges were evoked from a type A field either by depolarization of the S space or by stimulation with a spot of light. In the figure the solid line has been redrawn from Fig. 7 of Naka and Nye (12) and represents the inhibition of the sustained discharge produced by a spot of light in a type B field. It can be seen from Fig. 8 that all three cases of interaction (spot-annulus, annulus-spot, and spotcurrent) have given rise to similar discharge inhibition functions. Although polarization of the S space could clearly inhibit the current-evoked sustained discharge, it was not so effective in inhibiting the light-evoked sustained discharge.
As shown in a previous paper (11) the inhibition was partial even when the polarizing current itself produced a considerable number of off-discharges. This is in marked contrast to the results shown in Fig. 7 where a spot of light completely inhibited the current-evoked sustained discharge. Similarly, as shown in Fig. 10 In the experiment shown in Fig. 9 we examine the possibility that current injected into a horizontal cell could drive two types of ganglion cells simultaneously. In this experiment two spike-recording electrodes were placed 350 p apart on the surface of the retina and a current-injecting electrode was placed at the third point of a triangle 350 p away from both spike-recording electrodes.
The electrode arrangement on the retina is shown in Fig. 9C . One spike-recording electrode was recording a train of spike discharge marked spike 1 while the second recording electrode marked spike 2, 3 recorded two trains of spike discharges simultaneously, later separated into two individual spike trains by a spike-separation procedure described by Dill et al. (4) . PST histograms of these two trains of spikes are marked in Fig. 9 as spike 2 and spike 3. As shown in Fig. 9A hyperpolarization of a horizontal cell (shown by the trace marked i) gave rise to a transient response of the spike 2 while the spike 1 and 3 gave rise to sustained discharges. Depolarization of the same horizontal cell (Fig. 9B , trace i) reversed the discharge patterns of three ganglion cells (Fig. 9, spike 1, 2, 3) . From ?able 1 we can find that the spike 1 and 3 were from type A ganglion cells and that the spike 2 was fro'm a type IS ganglion cell. In the records shown in Fiqs. 9 and 10 in which background discharge's were present it can be clearly seen that the sustained discharge was followed by an inhibitory period during which the spontaneous discharge was in'hibited.
The results shown in Fig. 9 and judging from the fact that the chances of recording from the two classes of horizontal cell were nearly even (unpublished results), we conclude that both classes of horizontal cell can therefore drive both types of ganglion cell. It may also be presumed that, although the number of neurons recorded in Fig. 9 was limited to three, the number of neurons actually affected by the polarization of a single horizontal cell courd be very large.
Both Werblin and Dowling (17) and Kaneko (5) have identified two types of bipolar cells in the mudpuppy and in the goldfish which showed complementary responses to center and surround stimuli. If we assume that the receptor distribution is homogeneous, the simplest scheme required to explain the results shown in Fig.  9 is to postulate the existence of two types of bipolar cells which send their signals to corresponding types of ganglion cells. Finally, Fig. 10 shows the results of an experiment in which two electrodes, marked i and j, separated by a distance of 350 p on the surface of the retina, were used to polarize two horizontal cells capable of inducing spike discharges from a ganglion cell. The spike-recording electrode was located at the third point o'f a triangle 350 p away from two current-injecting electrodes (the configuration of the three electrodes on the retina is shown in Fig. 1OC ). Hyperpolarization of either of the two horizontal cells produced a sustained discharge from the ganglion cell (Fig. 10A) . The time course of the ganglion cell discharge induced by polarization of the S space was dependent on the waveform of the injected current, and in this record it can be seen that the current i, though smaller in magnitude than j, gave rise to a greater number of spike discharges. In Fig. IOB , a hyperpolarizing current was injected through electrode j during a longer depolarization through electrode i. Depolarization of the S space caused an inhibition of the spontaneous discharge and at the end of the polarization a strong off-discharge was induced. A hyperpolarizing current similar to that passed through electrode j in Fig. lOA was delivered during the depolarization by electrode i. However, although depolarization through electrode i could inhibit the spontaneous discharge, it failed to inhibit the sustained discharged evoked by the current through the j electrode. A shows results when negative current was first passed through the i electrode and then through the j electrode. Both current stimuli gave rise to a sustained discharge. IS shows that when a longer positive current was passed through electrode i the current depressed the spontaneous discharge and gave rise to a marked off -response. A shorter negative current was passed through electrode j during the positivecurrent injection through electrode i. The negative current gave rise to a sustained discharge. When given alone, the negative current through electrode j gave rise to a sustained discharge with 18.2 2 1.3 spikes/current pulse (control, not shown in Fig. IO) , while in I5, current through electrode j gave 14.8 2 1.3 spikes/current pulse. All records were averages of seven consecutive runs.
The results of a series of experiments in which two electrodes were used to polarize the S space have been rather inconclusive. In some cases, as shown in Fig. 10 , two polarizing currents did not show any marked interaction but in some other cases, a clear interaction could be seen. Further experiments will be needed before it be possible to draw any conclusion.
Two multielectrode experiments scribed in Figs. 9 and 10 have shown will dethat 77 a current injected into any horizontal cell can spread 350 p across the retina to give rise to a ganglion cell discharge at the center of a receptive field; moreover, that both depolarization and hyperpolarization of the S space are effective in inducing a ganglion cell discharge at such a distance. Indeed, in some experiments, the distance involved was as far as 2 mm from the center of the receptive field and both depolarization and hyperpolarization were found to be still effective. The observations can best be interpreted if we assume that the polarization of a horizontal cell could spread passively through the S space according to a characteristic space constant (cf. ref 13). This distance corresponds to a receptive field of approximately 4 mm in diameter and there is ample evidence indicating that receptive fields in the fish retina do cover such a distance (3).
Identification of horizontal cells
The teleost retina posesses at least two classes of horizontal cells, one internal and one external horizontal cell (5, 15). In the channel catfish we found two classes of horizontal cells, the in ternal horizontal cells having a tubular structure and the external horizontal cells looking somewhat bricklike in structure (unpublished results). In the course of the present experiments Procion dye was injected after evoking a ganglion cell response through the same electrode. The results of such experiments have shown that both classes of horizontal cell were apparently effective in inducing a ganglion cell discharge. It has been found that a single ganglion cell could be activated by two or three horizontal cells into which dye was injected. The identified cells included both the internal and external horizontal cells.
Together with evidence presented in the preceding section we conclude that both horizontal cells can drive both types of ganglion cells (probably through two types of bipolar cells) to give rise to type A and type B responses. However, this does not exclude the possiblity that when examined in detail these two types of horizontal cells might show a difference in their functions. Kaneko (5) has reported that the spatial integration was less in the goldfish external horizontal cells when compared with the internal horizontal cells.
DISCUSSION
Since the discovery by Kuffler (7) of the concentric organization of the vertebrate retinal receptive field, a substantial number of papers have been published on various types of receptive-field organization. Based on observations of the ganglion cell discharge several authors have proposed possible neuronal mechanisms which could explain the input-output behavior of the retina (I, X4). These proposals have been attractive because the vertebrate retina is organized of distinct layers containing cells of characteristic morphological shapes. However, unless we are able to manipulate the ganglion cell discharge by an artificial stimulation of some interneurons, speculations on the structure of receptive-field mechanisms will always be subject to uncertainty.
There are two questions that must be answered before we can suggest any functionally meaningful receptive-field mechanism: 1) How does a receptive field produce the antagonizing response found in the classical concentric field? 2) The receptive fields extend, in some teleost fish, as far as from 2 to 3 mm from the center of the field; how does the signal find its way over such a distance to the center of the field?
The receptive fields of the catfish retina possess two unique characteristics which show promise of providing answers to these two basic questions. First, when moderately dark-adapted they lack any color-coded response for both the S potential and the ganglion cell discharges behave as if they are driven by signals from a single-cone pigment with a maximal absorption at 625 nm. Second, the ganglion call produces, uver a 2-3 log unit intensity range, two distinct discharge patterns, which are closely associated with the stimulus distribution within the receptive field (IO, 12) . Thus by virtue of this simpler organization catfish retina provides an opportunity to understand the cellular mechanisms of the vertebrate receptive field.
Catfish horizontal cell
As will be discussed later the horizontal cell has been proved to play a major role in the organization of the catfish receptive field. As in other vertebrate retinas, at least two classes of horizontal cells can be seen in the catfish; the internal and external horizontal cell. The internal horizontal cell has a cylindrical structure. Procion dye injected into an internal horizontal cell was observed to diffuse laterally over a distance of 350-500 p* The external horizontal cells with their bricklike appearance are placed side by side forming a single layer. The perikaryon of the external horizontal cell measured from 30 to 50 p and very thin axonlike processes are seen to extend laterally from its corners. The number and distance covered by these processes are not known. The spectral responses from both types of horizontal cells are found to be quite similar (unpublished results) suggesting that both classes of horizontal cells are receiving signals from a single-cone population. Morphologically the catfish horizontal cells are almost identical to those found in other teleost fish (5, 15). In the fish, according to S tell (15), the large, flattened, polygonal cells of the external horizontal cell layer form a sheet penetrated by scattered small spaces through which pass radially oriented structures such as bipolar processes, while the cells of the internal layer, with their fine branching processes, form a more open mesh. In the catfish, Procion dye-injection experiments have proved that S pontials can be recorded from both layers of horizontal cells but the responses from the two classes of horizontal cells could not be distinguished from one another. A similar conclusion has already been drawn by Kaneko (5) in the goldfish, although he noted that the external horizontal cells showed less spatial summation than the internal horizontal cells.
Often it was found that current injected more than 2 mm away from the center of the receptive field was still effective in evoking a spike discharge. However, the dimen- It is worth noting here that the spread of a depolarization is a purely artificial phenomenon which is never produced by a light stimulus.
Catfish receptive field
In a previous paper we analyzed in detail the receptive-field organization of the type B field (12) . In that analysis we proposed that two response-generating mechanisms underlie the catfish receptive field; one a local and the other an integrating mechanism.
The local mechanism which gave rise to a transient discharge in the type B field was assumed to be activated whenever the receptive field is stimulated locally by a spot of light. Thus this mechanism responds to the peak local luminance (PLL) within the field. On the other hand, the integrating mechanism in a type B field gives rise to a sustained discharge.
In the paper we concluded that the integrating mechanism must depend on the S space to transmit and to integrate signals arising over a large retinal area. The presence within the receptive field of a spot of light of sufficient strength inhibits the sustained discharge and we interpreted this to mean that the local mechanism can "override" the signal from the integrating mechanism. A dark area at the center of the field was found to be essential for obtaining a sustained discharge to prevent the overriding effect. To account for the fact that decentered spots can also inhibit the sustained discharge we concluded that a second lateral transmission system must exist at a more proximal level of the retina. The purpose of this pathway was that of transmitting signals from local mechanisms activated by decentered spots toward the field's center where the signal interacts with that from the integrating mechanism. The analysis of the type A field presented in this paper has revealed that its organization precisely complements that of the type B field. The type A field was also found to involve two mechanisms; the local mechanism, which in this case gave rise to a sustained discharge, and the integrating mechanism, which gave rise to a transient discharge.
In the type A field an annulus depressed the sustained discharge induced by a spot of light, while in the type B field it was a spot of light which depressed the sustained discharge evoked by an annulus. In both fields, therefore, the stimulus which gives rise to a transient discharge can, if sufficiently strong, always suppress the sustained discharge. The characteristic responses of the catfish receptive field, evoked by light and direct stimulation of the horizontal cells, are summarized in Table  I  which clearly shows the complementary nature of two fields.
Polarization of horizontal cells
In both types A and B receptive fields, hyperpolarization of the horizontal cells was found to produce a discharge pattern similar to that evoked by an annulus. This result was expected from the analysis of the previous paper (12) because an annulus was found to stimulate only the integrating mechanism which had already been tental tively identified as the S space. We, however, did not expect to find that the depolarization of a horizontal cell would give rise to a ganglion cell discharge similar to that produced by a spot of light. These results showed clearly that the local mechanism could be activated "artificially" through the S space as in the case of the integrating mechanism. Also depolarization of a horizontal cell could propagate passively through the S space in a similar man- ner to the spread of a hyperpolarization induced by light or by current injection. Indeed, our unpublished results have shown that the magnitude of the threshold current required to produce a ganglion cell discharge was nearly identical for both a depolarizing and hyperpolarizing current. This leads to a very important implication that the local mechanism can be replaced by a depolarization of the S space and, in this sense, the local mechanism could be regarded as being as diffuse as the integrating mechanism.
It is apparent that a spot of light must produce locally the same condition as a depolarization of the S space. Procion dye injection has revealed that the polarization of both the internal and external horizontal cell had a similar effect in producing the ganglion cell discharge and, so far, we have failed to notice any conspicuous difference between the effects produced by the polarization of these two horizontal cells.
The morphology of the catfish retina is not known in detail and the structure of the outer plexiform layer is no exception. However, a number of studies have been reported on the outer plexiform layer of the teleost fish and they all agree that bipolar cell dendrites and horizontal cell processes invaginate the cone pedicle (15). Furthermore, only the bipolar cells are thought to pass signals produced in the outer plexiform layer on to the inner plexiform layer where they produce the ganglion cell discharge. In a series of preliminary experiments, intracellular recordings have been made from cells in the inner nuclear layer, probably from bipolar cells. It was found that there were two types of such "bipolar cells" corresponding to the two types of receptive field and an interaction between a spot and an annulus could also be seen in these bipolar cells. These findings suggest that the basic organization of the receptive field is already established at the level of the bipolar cells and that these cells, in turn, activate the ganglion cells forming the two types of receptive field. In both the mudpuppy and the goldfish, two distinct types of bipolar cells have been identified and similar conclusions have already been drawn by Werblin and Dowling (17) and Kaneko (5). To produce the response of a ganglion cell the current injected into a horizontal cell must act either on the receptor terminal where the triad is formed or directly on a bipolar cell. Although the conventional synapses made by the horizontal cells on two other elements, receptors and bipolar cells, are not known in detail, the available evidence in some vertebrates does indicate however that the horizontal cells do make the conventional synaptic contacts on to bipolar processes (18). The results of the current injection experiments suggest that the horizontal cell must relay signals to the receptor or the bipolar cells. They also suggest that the function of these "synapses" is such that both depolarization and-hyperpolarization of the presynaptic membrane can produce change in the postsynaptic elements and that the postsynaptic element is capable of producing two distinct responses according to the polarity of the presynaptic change. A simple scheme has been proposed elsewhere to explain these observed effects of horizontal cell polarization (11). Working on the pike retina Maksimova (9) was the first to succeed in evoking a ganglion cell discharge by polarizing a horizontal cell. Her results agree with ours in that depolarization and hyperpolarization of a horizontal cell could produce a complementary response from a ganglion cell. However, in the pike the magnitude of current necessary to induce the ganglion cell response was approximately 10 times greater than that required in the catfish and the latency of the induced response was also much longer. In the pike the threshold polarization of horizontal cell required to produce the ganglion cell response was 5 mv (9), whil e our preliminary estimate of threshold polarization in the catfish is about 0.5 mv.
Are two lateral pathways involved?
In a previous paper (IZ), we have suggested that the channel catfish receptive field incorporated two lateral transmission systems. The results of the current injection experiments have shown that the interaction taking place in the outer plexiform layer could produce the basic receptivefield responses. However, the current injection experiments failed to explain the fact that a decentered spot could still produce response patterns similar to those evoked by a spot placed at the center of the field. The decentered spot cannot rely on the S space to exert its influence on the receptive-field center because the horizontal cell response produced by a spot of light was of the same polarity as that produced by an annulus and differed only in amplitude. This can be illustrated best by the experiment shown in Fig. 4 in which the pattern of the response to a spot of light placed at the periphery of the field was shown to be a function of the area stimulated. However, during this experiment, as shown in Fig. 11 of the previous paper (12), the potential change inside the S space was likely to be nearly identical for each of the stimulus configurations.
If the S space alone yielded the signal leading to the observed change in the response pattern, then we would expect to see the potential inside the S space depolarize in response to a change in the pattern of illumination. However, such a change has never been observed.
Together with the argument presented in the previous paper, we again conclude that one more lateral pathway must be present in the catfish retina and that this lateral transmission system must be located at a level more proximal to the first transmission system, namely the S space.
Conclusion
Since its discovery by Svaetichin (16) the origin and function of the S potential has been a subject of controversy. The earlier suggestion that it is associated with gain control during dark adaptation could not be substantiated. The present study has confirmed Maksimova's (9) report that the artificial polarization of an S space can activate a ganglion cell and concludes that the horizontal cells are an integral part of the neuronal mechanisms which comprise the catfish receptive field.
SUMMARY
In the catfish retina there are two types of receptive fields, termed type A and type B, which are found to have complementary field organizations. In a type A field a spot of light produces a transient ganglion cell discharge while an annulus gives rise to a sustained discharge. In a type I3 field the response pattern is reversed. These two discharge patterns produced in the two fields reflect two underlying response mechanisms, namely, a local mechanism which is activated by a spot of light and an integrating mech&isfi which is activated by an annulus.
The hyperpolarization of the S space by means of a current injected by a horizontal cell electrode was found to produce a response similar to that by an annulus. It was concluded that the S spaces (layers of horizontal cells) serve as an integrating mechanism. The depolarization of an S space was found to produce a response pattern similar to that by a spot of light. Because light cannot depolarize the horizontal cells it was concluded that a spot of light produces a condition similar to that of depolarization of the horizontal cell laver.
It was shown that the depolarization or hyperpolarization of a horizontal cell can spread across the retina to produce a ganglion cell discharge and that the polarization of two separate horizontal cells can interact in producing the receptive-field response. The simplest exp1anation of these observations is that the potential change, whether produced by light or by an injected current, must spread the row of horizontal cells which form a medium known as S space, first described in the tenth by Naka and Rushton (X3). When a current was injected into either of the two rows of horizontal cells (internal or external cells) they were found to be equally effective in inducing a receptive-field response. So far, we have failed to differentiate the functions of these two classes of horizontal cells. 
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